
Exercises

J4_y Better parking A local high school makes a change
- that should improve student satisfaction with the

parking situation. Before the change, 37% of the
school's students approved of the parking that was
provided. After the change, the principal surveys an
SRS of 200 of the over 2500 students at the school. In
all, 83 students say that they approve of the new park-
ing arrangement. The principal cites this as evidence
that the change was effective. Perform a test of the
principal's claim at the a = 0.05 significance level.
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j 43} Better parking Refer to Exercise 41.
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(a) Describe a Type I error and a Type II error in W
setting, and explain the consequences of each.

(b) The test has a power of 0.75 to detect that p f

0.45. Explain what this means.

(c) Identify two ways to increase the power in paft ^

Are boys more likely? We hear that newborn babies
are more likely to be boys than girls. Is this true? A

<fgndonT?ampIe ot Zi>/tob firstborn children^included
13,173 boys.13 Boys do make up more than half of the
sample, but of course we don't expect a perfect 50-50
split in a random sample.

(a) To what population can the resjilbJifJliis_study
be generalized: all children or aR firstborn children?
Justify your answer.
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_ 6 these data give convincing evidence that
_^ys are more common than girls in the population?
Carry out a significance test to help answer this
question.
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J49J Teen drivers A state's Division of Motor Vehicles
(DMV) claims that 60% of teens pass their driving
test on the first attempt. An investigative reporter
examines an SRS of the DMV records for 125 teens;
86 of them passed the test on their first try. Is this
good evidence that the DMV's claim is incorrect?
Carry out a test at the a = 0.05 significance level to
help answer this question.
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I 511 Teen drivers Refer to Exercise 49.

(a) Construct and interpret a 95% confidence
interval for the proportion of all teens in the state who
passed their driving test on the first attempt. •, jJotE
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(b) Explain what the interval in part (a) tells you
about the DMV's claim.
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Test of Significance Template
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Sketch of the sampling distribution of the sample statistic under the null hypothesis, indicating

the mean:
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Formula:

2 =
Plug-ins & Value:

f = .H.S <^

P-.37 ^ VS00
Use correct probability notation.

p = 1^3 > < ? < - ,

O Reject null hypothesis
t
Fail to reject null hypothesis

O Significant result

O Not Significant result
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Test of Significance Template
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Sketch of the sampling distribution of the sample statistic under the null hypothesis, indicating

the mean:
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Test Statistic
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Use correct probability notation.

S^Reject null hypothesis

O Fail to reject null hypothesis

O Significant result

D Not Significant result

English:
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English:

Symbols:

English:

Symbols: P ?.<•*

Sketch of the sampling distribution of the sample statistic under the null hypothesis, indicating

the mean:

Formula: Plug-ins & Value:
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Use correct probability notation.

5* Reject null hypothesis

O Fail to reject null hypothesis

O Significant result

O Not Significant result
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